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What is Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT) is a developing concept
that introduces the network of physical sensors
which are interconnected to each other. Within
this smart environment, the smart objects use the
inter-connectivity to process, communicate, and
exchange data among themselves without any hu-
man interaction.
Introduction - LoRa
There is no single wireless standard that would pre-
dominate the IoT. However, one relevant wireless
radio solution to IoT is known as Long Range Wide
Area Network (LoRaWAN), which is one of the Low
Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) technologies
[1]. LPWAN has appeared as a significant solution
to offer advantages such as long-range coverage con-
nectivity with low power consumption, an unlicen-
sed spectrum, and affordability. Most likely LoRa
with the inherent long-range coverage and low power
consumption features will become the “go-to” tech-
nology for IoT applications [2].
Figura 1: Dragino Lora IoT Development Kit [3]
Key Features of LoRa [4]
1 Long-range coverage (roughly 10 km depending
on line-of-sight) with low power.
2 The best link budget of any other standardized
wireless communication technologies.
3 Operates under unlicensed frequency ISM bands.
4 Security (end-to-end AES 128 encryption).
5 Geo-location (GPS tracking applications).
6 Mobility (communication with devices in motion).
Objective and Metrics
1 Practical end-to-end IoT application. This
application will involve connecting to different
IoT servers in the cloud The Things Network
(TTN) integrated with Cayenne.
The following are a performance metrics:
2 Uplink Power [dBm]
3 Downlink Power (RSSI) [dBm]
4 Downlink Quality (SNR) [dB]
5 Packet Error Rate [
6 Airtime [ms]
Architecture and Performance Study
Figura 2: Architecture and Topology For The Things Network Server Connection and Integration with Cayenne App
Temperature Results
Figura 3:Temperature - Fahrenheit Degrees from Cayenne App
Humidity Results
Figura 4: Humidity % from Cayenne App
Cayenne Mobile App
Remotely monitor and control the IoT sensors.
Figura 5: Cayenne Mobile App view
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